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.04 I can see the left hand in the grand piano. What does it mean? The dificulty is my guitar is a bit out of tune,
but I've never asked the piano to help me. The closest I've come to this problem is here: Pianos note playing on

the line with the guitar's notes but it doesn't work. A: It is called harmony and is very common. The first word of
each stave indicates the chord played. The "B" is bass, which is the lowest part of the chord. The chord starts on
the staff line below the treble clef. The next word shows which finger is played and where on the fretboard. The
last word shows which hand is used for the chord. A bass does not play on the strings the same way a guitar does.
An acoustic bass does not use fretting fingers. It uses strings on the body, with a combination of the thumb and
index finger. The bass may also use the side of the thumb. A grand piano has four different sounds for the bass.
The left hand does not play the bass. Instead the bass is played by the right hand. So the "B" indicates that the

chord is a minor chord, either C minor or A minor. The "mf" finger indicates the third finger (movable finger) of
the right hand is used. The middle finger is the second finger (nearly immovable) and would be used for chords
starting on the sixth string. The left hand does not play the bass, but is often a part of the chord, such as when
playing the bass line in a bass-and-chord bass line. If your guitar is well tuned, you might be able to play the

chord, especially if you are fairly comfortable with the instrument. If not, there are few bass chords that might
work. "Gemini" is a common one. It means that you play a chord on the left hand side of the piano. The chord on
the first line of the piano is a Gm (not Cm) so you might like to check how that chord is played on the guitar. It's

not uncommon for a pianist to play chords like Gm, Am and Em (and Cm) on the left hand side of the piano.
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